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Mancala board dimensions

Pneumaticipeda *This post is funded by Home Depot. I was compensated for my time and provided the product in return. All opinions are mine. This message contains partner links. My mom had to work full-time when I was a kid, so my brother and I spent a lot of time together, just the two of us. Summer vacation can be pretty long and once we've watched
Ghostbusters again about five times, we'd break into the board games. One of our favorites was and still is Mankla. Mancala is a classic Middle Eastern game that has been circulating for hundreds, maybe thousands of years. It's fun and really simple. Here's a quick video of how to play a beautiful, handmade board game making a perfect holiday gift. I
decided to make a mancala game for my brothers for Christmas. I've seen DIY game boards before, Youtube has dozens of tutorials, but they almost always involve special tools and advanced carpentry techniques. Outlined with very simple guidance, using 1/4 and 3/4 panels that require only exercise, pieces of drill and puzzle. This is a great project to take
advantage of leftovers you have lying down, or get all the materials you need with a quick trip to Home Depot. Material List: (1) 1 x 5 x 3/4 @ 18 Tablet (1) 1 x 5 x 1/4 @ 18 Board (found in Hobby Board section) Wood Glue (24) Optional Half Marbles: Ryobi Trim Router 1/4 Round Router Bit Ryobi End Sander 1. Start with the 3/4-inch clipboard. Measure and
mark the positions of the hole. Here's a diagram so you can see the location of each hole. 2. You will need to drill holes 1-1/2 completely through the board. If you've ever drilled big holes before, you know it can be a little tricky. I recommend using a high quality hole saw attached to a drill. I've used hole saws many times before and hated them! They would
constantly bond and there was great pain to replace the mugs. Diablo's new set of saws is completely different. Seriously, they're amazing! The first difference is the way you attach the mugs to the exercise. Old hole saws used walnut to hold the mandrell in place, which required a separate wrench to tighten. Diablo's new saw set uses a Snap-Lock Plus
connection system and takes just a few seconds to change cups. It works just like picking up a quick change on your impact driver. All you do is pull the collar back, slide the interlocking mug, and loosen the collar, holding everything tightly in place. It's totally game-changing! 3. I chose to drill all my hole centers in advance so I could imagine the interval, but
that's not necessary at all. Make sure the clipboard is secure to the work surface before you start drilling. Carbide ends on the hole seen cut easily, but occasional torque of the drill can rotate the board around. Start drilling slowly to create a clean hole on the surface, then you can accelerate to cut all the way through. 4. The way the game is played requires a
greater openness at each end of the board. You can use a router to remove Between the last two holes at each end, or if it looks threatening, you can just cut two straight lines using a jigsaw puzzle, creating a long oval. 5. Alternatively, you can use a router and a 1/4 bit to smooth the edges of each and outer circumference. The really soft lines make your
project look professional and actually make the game easier. If you don't have a router, that's fine. You can soften the edges by stretching a hand as well. 6. Once the 3/4-inch board is cut and sand, it's time to join the 1/4 bottom board. Brush wood glue to the bottom side of the top panel, place it on the bottom board, align the edges and tighten the pieces
together. This process is called lamination. Once the paste is dried, the two pieces will blend completely together, almost as if they were one. 7. Sand each board game, be sure to slide the seam. Then, apply the end of your selection. I used sea oil, followed by a layer of wax. It feels as smooth as a baby's buttocks. Grab 24 half marbles (the kind you find in a
floral part of a craft shop), and you're ready to play! I've used pine since that's what I had, but you can follow the same steps with whatever species you choose. I really like how a natural tree shows this amazing grain. I still have X-Tuck-Bhon games and a handmade cracker that my grandfather did 30 years ago. I cherish them. I have little hope that maybe
my brothers will keep their mancal plates and think of me when they play. To be perfectly honest, while he was filming, I kept hoping it was jelly bees instead of marbles. Can you tell me I'm ready to hunker down and work on my winter body? :) I managed to make four boards in one day. That means there's still plenty of time to make presents before
Christmas. Don't plugin pin the image below save the idea for later! If you love this project, you will love these ideas: Let's be friends! Follow me so you don't miss anything! Similar to my previous project were I used scrap wood to build it, this DIY Mancala board game was also built to form scrap scrap wood. Mancala's gaming history can be traced back to
AD 500 and 700. There are hundreds of versions around the world, but we will build only one of many variations of this game. This Mancala game is played by two players, and one game can take about 15 minutes. Mancala general game you can use rocks, beans, seeds, or anything else. The game is divided into two parts: your side with six holes and a
mankala on the right, and your opponent's side and stick. To establish, place four marbles in each hole, except mancalas, for a total of 48 marble. Point of this game to get the most marbles in your mancala cup. The first player grabs all the marbles in each of their holes and drops, one by one, in the success of holes in a counterclockwise direction. Including
their stick, but skipping their opponent's stick trophy. The ones your hand is empty, it's your opponent's turn. If the last marble is in your hand To get into your stick, you go again. Also, if the last marble in your hand happens to fall into an empty hole that is yours, you grab the marble and all the hole marbles in front of your opponent's hole. Add them to your
stick trophy. It goes on until one player blanks all his holes. The player who still has girl marbles left adds them to the opponent's stick trophy. The man with the most marbles in his cup wins. Have fun. You can also be interested in the game Peg Triangle DIY and DIY Pucket game for kids.Note: Wooden dimensions are listed as a nominal size. See tree sizes
for actual versus nominal dimensions. Full disclosure: Some of the links on this page, as well as links in the Tools sections for this project and material list are partner links. Dimensions Crop ListClick to download PDF for printing! Mancala (170 Downloads) Step 1 – Cut two 1×6 BoardsTake 1×6 and cut two panels 18 1/2 length. (In the image I use a different
size panel because I use scrap wood residions from various projects, but in the end, I cut it to 5 1/2 x 18 1/2) Step 2 – Measuring and marking the position of holes Start from the upper left corner of the board, measure and mark 1 3/8 from the side and 1 3/8 from the beginning. It'll be the center of the first hole. Then from the first sign that moves to the right,
measure 2 1/4 to the second hole, and so on. You'll have 8 2 1/4 marks apart in one row. Now from the bottom left, make the same measurement as you did on the upper left. Step 3 – Drill the holes using a BitNow saw hole to take a nail and place it on the mark and hit it lightly with a hammer making a dent in the tree. This will prevent the movement from
branching when you start drilling the hole. Using a 13/4 hole saw some drill 8 holes on top of 8 holes at the bottom. Step 4 – Cut a larger two opening with Jig SawTake Square construction and draw a line connecting the two holes on the left and right. Using a Jig saw cut on the line creates a larger oval opening. Step 5 – Sand panels and glue togetherUse
sandpaper or/and random track liner to eliminate all rough edges after drilling and cutting. Make the board with in reverse holes and apply wood glue. Then glue this piece on the second part of 5 1/2 inches by 18 1/2 inches. Tighten the boards together and let the glue dry before staining or drawing. Step 5 – Mancala Tablet SmudgeOnce Paste Calling, first
apply pre-stain as your first layer, then apply the stain as your second layer. Once the stain is applied, apply several coats of polyurethane. You're done with a DIY board game! My kids love playing this Mancala game, but our existing game is ruined... So instead of going out and buying another one, I wanted to see if I could make it myself. It took a little
understanding, but I did it and it's amazing! I'm super happy with how it turned out. Check out the video below to see how I did it. (Also some affiliate links below :) used a 3/4 button panel that was about 24 long Width 7 in. The final dimensions ended up being 23 x 6-1/8 . 6-1/8.
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